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Abstract: Trauma to the spinal cord rarely results in complete division of the cord with surviving
nerves sometimes remaining silent or failing to function normally. The term motor or sensory discomplete
has been used to describe this important but unclassified subgroup of complete SCI. Importantly, silent
motor or sensory pathways may contribute to aversive symptoms (spasticity, pain) or improved treatment success. To demonstrate more objectively the presence of subclinical preserved somatosensory
pathways in clinically complete SCI, a cross-sectional study using functional MRI (fMRI) was undertaken. The presence of brain activation following innocuous brushing of an insensate region belowinjury (great toe) was analyzed in 23 people (19 males (83%), mean 6 SD age 43 6 13 years) with clinically complete (AIS A) SCI with (n 5 13) and without (n 5 10) below-level neuropathic pain and 21
people without SCI or pain (15 males (71%); mean 6 SD age 41 6 14 years). Location appropriate, significant fMRI brain activation was detected in 48% (n 5 11/23) of subjects with clinically complete SCI
from below-injury stimulation. No association was found between the presence of subclinical sensory
pathways transmitting innocuous mechanical stimuli (dorsal column medical lemniscal) and belowlevel neuropathic pain (v2 5 0.034, P 5 0.9). The high prevalence of sensory discomplete injuries (50%
complete SCI) strengthens the case to explore inclusion of this category into the international SCI taxonomy (ISNCSCI). This would ensure more widespread inclusion of discomplete SCI in ongoing pain
and motor recovery research. Neurophysiological tests such as fMRI may play a role in this process.
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confirmed sensory continuity in up to 50% of people with
complete injuries [Finnerup et al., 2004], the ability to
demonstrate brain activation linked to stimulation would
more objectively establish the presence of preserved
pathways.
In a previous case series (AIS A: n 5 8, AIS B: n 5 1)
[Sabbah et al., 2002] and case report (AIS A) [Awad et al.,
2015], functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has
been used to demonstrate partially preserved sensory spinal cord pathways in SCI. Both of these pilot studies raise
the possibility that fMRI may be a useful technique to
assess spinal cord pathway preservation. However, larger
controlled studies are required to provide further objective
evidence of partially preserved somatosensory preservation. While a consensus approach to identify preserved
pathways would need to be determined [Krishna et al.,
2014], the inclusion of discomplete SCI subgroups (motor
and sensory) in the international SCI taxonomy (ISNCSCI)
[Kirshblum et al., 2011] has potential benefits. It would
facilitate research aiming to (1) improve the selection of
people with acute SCI more likely to benefit from
enhanced reparative rehabilitation [Gerasimenko et al.,
2015; Donati et al., 2016]; (2) protect against injury [Awad
et al., 2015]; and (3) explain how SCI injury type influences
the development of pain [Cruz-Almeida et al., 2012; Finnerup et al., 2004, 2014; Wasner et al., 2008; Widerstr€
omNoga et al., 2015].
The focus of this study was on sensory discomplete SCI.
While somatosensory preservation in complete SCI has
previously been demonstrated using psychophysical testing [Cruz-Almeida et al., 2012; Finnerup et al., 2004; Wasner et al., 2008; Widerstr€
om-Noga et al., 2015], the role of
neurophysiological testing remains to be determined. To
further address this issue we used fMRI to measure primary somatosensory cortical (S1) activity in response to
innocuous stimulation of the great toe in people with complete thoracic SCI (with and without below-level neuropathic pain) and controls without SCI or neuropathic pain.

INTRODUCTION
The International Standard for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI) distinguishes
between two types of functional impairment: complete
and incomplete based on sparing of the sacral segments
(S4–5) [Kirshblum et al., 2011]. Categorizing people into
these two groups relies on a standardized examination
and assists in predicting recovery [Waters et al., 1991].
Clinical examination however has limited sensitivity to
detect partially preserved motor and sensory spinal cord
pathways [Ellaway et al., 2007; Nicotra and Ellaway, 2006]
and therefore poses problems for more detailed research
assessing spinal cord impairment especially with complete
injuries [Kirshblum et al., 2014].
Post-mortem human and animal studies demonstrate
that the spine is rarely completely severed following blunt
trauma [McKay et al., 2004]. Indeed, central neural tissue
connectivity has been shown in postmortem histological
studies in clinically complete injuries in over 50% of cases
[Bunge et al., 1993; Kakulas, 1999]. This has led to the
term discomplete spinal cord injury (SCI) where no clinical
evidence of fiber tract function is detectable however
residual fibers possessing the potential to influence perception and function remain [motor: Dimitrijevic, 1987; Sherwood et al., 1992; sensory: Awad et al., 2015; Finnerup
et al., 2004; Sabbah et al., 2002; Wasner et al., 2008].
Preserved spinal cord pathways may contribute to positive or negative health outcomes. Partially preserved
motor pathways may assist with efforts to improve motor
function or be associated with spasticity [Sherwood et al.,
1992]. In addition, the presence of partially preserved sensory pathways may affect both ascending and descending
modulatory systems and contribute to the development of
pain [Cruz-Almeida et al., 2012; Finnerup et al., 2004; Wasner et al., 2008; Widerstr€
om-Noga et al., 2015] or provide
input to avoid pressure area breakdown [Awad et al.,
2015]. The presence of residual spinothalamic tract function has been proposed as an important determinant of
below-level neuropathic (central) pain following SCI [Wasner et al., 2008; Widerstr€
om-Noga et al., 2015].
Various techniques have been used to supplement clinical examination to assess the integrity of sensory spinal
pathways. Somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEPs) have
been used [Finnerup et al., 2004; Sherwood et al., 1992];
however, their sensitivity to detect partially preserved spinal cord function appears extremely low (no SSEPs in 15
complete SCI subjects of which 8 had discomplete injuries)
[Finnerup et al., 2004]. While psychophysical techniques
such as Quantitative Sensory Testing (QST) have
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Design
A cross-sectional study was undertaken of adults
(18–65years) with complete spinal cord injury with and
without below level neuropathic pain recruited sequentially through advertising and an established volunteer
database. Age- and sex-matched controls without spinal
cord injury or neuropathic pain were recruited in a similar
manner.
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TABLE I. Spinal cord injury subject characteristics

Age

Years
since
injury

Subject

Sex

SCI patients
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Mean
(6SD)
SCI patients
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
Mean
(6SD)

with below-level neuropathic pain
M
41
5
A
M
54
27
A
M
30
4
A
M
35
8
A
M
58
32
A
M
41
14
A
M
26
2
A
M
51
3
A
F
55
37
A
M
72
5
A
F
63
5
A
M
54
37
A
M
24
4
A
46
14
15
14
without neuropathic pain
M
43
21
A
M
26
7
A
M
44
27
A
M
53
9
A
M
37
16
A
M
39
7
A
F
22
3
A
M
37
11
A
M
54
17
A
F
32
3
A
39
12
10
8

AIS

NLI

Motor
Sensory
Sensory
Av pain
level
level
ZPP
Sensory
ZPP
prior
Pain
discomplete Right Left Right Left Right Left hypersensitivity to MRI at MRI

T7
T2
T5
T4
T4
T3
T1
T9
T3
T4
T10
T3
T5

N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y

T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1

T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
L2
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1

T7
T5
T6
T4
T4
T4
T1
T9
T3
T4
T11
T3
T5

T8
T2
T5
T4
T4
T3
T1
T9
T4
T5
T10
T4
T5

T12
T12
L1
T6
T5
T5
T5
S2
T6
T7
T12
T6
T12

T12
L2
L1
T5
T6
T6
T4
S2
T5
T7
T12
T5
T11

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Mean
(6SEM)

T8
T10
T5
T3
T3
T3
T5
T6
T6
T5

Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y

T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1

T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1

T8
T10
T6
T3
T3
T3
T5
T6
T6
T5

T9
T10
T5
T3
T3
T3
T5
T9
T6
T5

T10
L1
L3
T4
T4
T5
T8
T11
T11
T12

T10
T12
S2
T4
T4
T7
T11
T12
T12
L3

N
N
N
N
N
N
-*
N
N
N

4.2
2.8
0.9
4.6
3.4
3.5
2.1
3.2
2.3
5.7
6.9
2.3
6
4
0.5

6.1
1.6
1.2
3.9
5.6
5.2
1.7
0.2
3.7
5.8
7.3
4.4
1.8
4
0.6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ZPP hypersensitivity, hypersensitivity to light touch or pin prick within the zone of partial preservation (ZPP); Av pain prior to MRI,
average neuropathic pain intensity (10 cm visual analog scale, VAS) during week prior to MRI; pain at MRI, neuropathic pain intensity
(10 cm VAS) during MRI; *, missing data.

Subjects

Neuropathic pain

Twenty-three subjects with established (>12 months)
clinically complete thoracic SCI (19 males (83%), mean 6
SD age 43 6 13 years) and 21 age- and gender-matched
controls without pain or SCI (15 males (71%); mean 6 SD
age 41 6 14 years) were recruited for the study (Table I).
For each subject with SCI, the extent of spinal cord damage was recorded according to the ISNCSCI [Kirshblum
et al., 2011, 2014]. In particular, the most caudal level of
the spinal cord with normal sensory and motor function
on both sides of the body (Neurological Level of Injury,
NLI) was determined and if the injury was complete or
incomplete. An injury was termed complete if there was
an absence of sensory and motor function in the lowest
sacral segments (S4–5). In addition, the sensory zone of
partial preservation (ZPP) was mapped and the presence
of hypersensitivity to light touch and pin prick recorded.
Each subject was examined by the same clinician (PW).
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Thirteen (11 males (85%); mean 6 SD age 46 6 15 years)
of the 23 SCI subjects (57%) experienced persistent neuropathic pain (Fig. 1). All 13 SCI subjects had below-level
neuropathic pain as defined by the International Spinal
Cord Injury Pain Classification [Bryce et al., 2012]. These
subjects experienced constant shooting, electric or burning
pain in the region of sensory loss beginning at least three
segments below the NLI. To assess the intensity of their
pain, each subject completed a pain diary in which they
indicated, with a vertical pencil stroke on a 10 cm horizontal line, the intensity of their pain (0 cm 5 no pain to
10 cm 5 maximum imaginable pain) three times a day for the
week prior to the scanning session. These pain diary values were averaged to provide an indication of each subject’s chronic pain rating. Each subject also rated their
ongoing pain intensity during the MRI scanning session
(Table I). The remaining 10 SCI subjects (8 males (80%);
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Figure 1.
Diagrams showing neurological level of injury (NLI), zone of partial preservation (ZPP), and pain distribution in subjects with
below-level neuropathic pain. Individual illustrations of the NLI,
ZPP, and distribution of ongoing pain in SCI subjects with
below-level neuropathic pain are depicted. Subjects are grouped
into those identified as complete or sensory discomplete SCI

based on fMRI brain activation (see results). The light grey shading indicates each SCI subject’s ongoing pain distribution. The
dashed line indicates the NLI and the dotted line, the most caudal segment of the sensory ZPP. Subject numbers correspond to
those in Table I.
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grey matter image was co-registered to an individual’s
fMRI image set so that both the fMRI and T1-anatomical
images were in the same three-dimensional space. A
second-level group analysis was performed to determine
the significant signal intensity increases during the big toe
brushing periods in the control group (random effects,
whole-brain analysis, corrected for multiple comparisons
(false discovery rate (FDR), P < 0.05). Furthermore significant signal intensity increases during big toe brushing
periods for every SCI subject were determined (P < 0.05,
corrected for multiple comparisons (FDR), whole-brain
analysis). In the SCI subjects in which no significant signal
intensity increase was detected within the S1, the threshold was set to P < 0.05 (uncorrected).
Furthermore, differences in signal intensity change
between the discomplete and the complete SCI group as
well as the healthy and discomplete SCI group were determined using a second-level, two-sample t-test (random
effects, whole-brain analysis, P < 0.05, uncorrected). With
regards to this analysis, the contrast image of subject 16
was flipped. To obtain neuroanatomical labels for significant differences in signal intensity increases in somatosensory brain regions during big toe brushing, masks from
the AAL software [Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002] were
used, for example, S1, the secondary somatosensory cortex
(S2), the thalamus, and the cerebellum. Finally, a chisquare test (P < 0.05) was used for categorical data to
detect if the existence of a sensory discomplete SCI was
associated with the presence of neuropathic pain among
people with clinically complete SCI.

mean 6 SD age 39 6 10 years) did not report persistent
neuropathic pain. Informed written consent was obtained
for all procedures and the study was approved by the
local institutional Human Research Ethics Committees.

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
fMRI scans were acquired using a Philips Achieva 3T
MRI machine. Each subject lay in a supine position with
their arms by their sides. Head movement was restricted
by using tight fitting headphones and foam padding
placed between the subject’s head and the MRI head coil.
A series of 130 gradient echo echo-planar fMRI image volumes using blood oxygen level dependent contrast were
collected. Each image volume contained 43 axial slices covering the entire brain (voxel 5 1.95 3 1.95 3 3.00 mm
thick, repetition time 5 3000 ms; echo time 5 40 ms).
During each fMRI series, the pad of the right big toe
was brushed using a plastic tool in a downward sweeping
motion (1–2 cm length) at 1 stroke/s. In one SCI participant (subject 16), the left big toe was brushed due to
amputation of the right big toe. The stimulation paradigm
was performed for a period of 10 fMRI volumes (30 s) followed by a baseline period of 10 fMRI volumes (30 s).
This was repeated a further 5 times for a total of 6 stimulation and 7 baseline periods. The plastic tool delivered a
vertical force between 700 and 900 mN measured by a custom designed load sensor (FN3280, S-Beam load cell
0–1 N, FGP Sensors, France) across an approximate area of
8 mm2. Control subjects did not report the stimuli as painful. Stimulation was undertaken by the same researcher
(SG).
To reduce unintended increases in somatosensory cortical activity from awareness, subjects were prevented from
seeing cutaneous stimulation during the fMRI by asking
them to close their eyes and carefully orienting the head
coil mirror away from the brushing site. Subjects were also
asked if they were aware of when stimulation was being
applied and whether this altered their pain. A 3D T1weighted image set was also collected (voxel size: 0.90 3
0.90 3 0.90 mm).

Changes in S1 activation with toe brushing
To determine whether toe representation within S1 significantly changed in people with discomplete SCI compared to control subjects, we compared the Euclidean
distance (ED) between an anatomical marker and the maximally activated voxel in the contralateral (left) S1. The
point at which the central sulcus meets the longitudinal
fissure at the dorsal aspect of the brain was used as a standardized anatomical marker. A two-sample t-test was
used to determine significant differences in ED between
discomplete SCI and control subjects (P < 0.05). This
method has been described in detail previously [Wrigley
et al., 2009].
All data were assessed by Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test for
normality. Data identified as not normally distributed
were analyzed using nonparametric tests.

fMRI Image Processing and Statistical Analysis
All fMRI images were processed using SPM8 software
[Friston et al., 1994]. The images were motion corrected,
global signal drifts removed using the detrending method
described by Macey et al. [2004], spatially normalized to
the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template and
spatially smoothed using a 6 mm full-width-at-halfmaximum Gaussian filter. Significant increases in fMRI
signal intensity were determined using a repeated box car
model convolved with hemodynamic delay function. Each
subject’s T1-weighted anatomical image set was spatially
normalized to the MNI template and segmented into grey
matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid images. The
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RESULTS
Location of S1 Representation for Toe Brushing
Individual and mean subject characteristics are shown
in Table I. In the control group, big toe brushing was associated with a significant increase in signal intensity in the
contralateral representation area of the toe within S1
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Figure 2.
Activation of the brain’s somatosensory system during brushing
the big toe in controls. The mean S1 activation during brushing
the big toe in 21 control subjects is illustrated according to the
color scale. The mean (6SEM) percentage change in signal intensity in S1 is also shown. The vertical white bars indicate each

brushing period. Note that brushing activates further somatosensory areas of the brain such as the ipsilateral cerebellar cortex, contralateral thalamus, and S2. The slice location is
indicated by the Montreal Neurological Institute co-ordinate at
the top right of each image. FDR, false discovery rate.

(mean coronal coordinate: 239, sagittal coordinate: 211,
axial coordinate: 68) (P < 0.05, FDR corrected, Fig. 2). The
mean activations were located within the somatosensory
representation area of the big toe of the human S1 [Kaas,
2012; Nakamura et al., 1998]. Furthermore, S1 toe activity
was seen in 19 control subjects using a threshold of
P < 0.05 FDR corrected over the entire brain. In the
remaining two controls the threshold had to be lowered to
P < 0.005 uncorrected to see S1 toe activity. Big toe brushing was also associated with a significant increase in signal
intensity in further somatosensory brain areas such as the
ipsilateral cerebellar cortex, the contralateral thalamus, and
S2 (P < 0.05, FDR corrected, Fig. 2).
In 12 (52%) of the 23 SCI subjects, brushing did not
result in any significantly activated voxels in the contralateral representation area of the toe within S1. In the
remaining 11 (48%) of the SCI subjects, significant activation in the contralateral representation area of the toe
within S1 (compared to baseline) was demonstrated during toe brushing (n 5 7: P < 0.05, FDR corrected; n 5 4:
P < 0.05, uncorrected, Fig. 3). These signal intensity
increases were located in similar locations in all 11 SCI
subjects (Fig. 3), consistent with the mean significant signal intensity increases of the 21 control subjects during
big toe brushing (Fig. 2). Furthermore, S1 toe signal
change was less in discomplete people compared to
healthy controls (Fig. 4, P 5 0.05, uncorrected). The ED of
the maximally activated voxel were not significantly different between discomplete SCI and control subjects
(P 5 0.64; ED (SE) control subjects: 16.1 (1.0); discomplete
SCI subjects: 15.2 (1.3)). Thus the location of toe activation
within S1 did not differ between discomplete SCI and control subjects.
Based on these findings, 11/23 (48%) of the subjects
with complete SCI (AIS A) demonstrate intact sensory
pathways between the great toe and brain. These 11
subjects with AIS A SCI and intact sensory pathways to
the toe on fMRI were classified as having a sensory
discomplete SCI.

Relationship between Completeness and Brain
Activation Pattern

r

When the fMRI activation volumes for toe brushing were
compared between the groups defined as having discomplete (AIS A with S1 activation on toe brushing, n 5 11) and
complete (AIS A without S1 activation on toe brushing,
n 5 12) SCI injuries (Fig. 5), significant increase in evoked
signal was noted in the discomplete SCI group in the contralateral representation area of the toe within S1 (P < 0.001,
uncorrected) and other areas consistent with sensory preservation including contralateral S2 (P < 0.05, uncorrected),
contralateral thalamus (P < 0.005, uncorrected) and the ipsilateral cerebellum (P < 0.001, uncorrected). Brain activation
within contralateral S2, contralateral thalamus and ipsilateral cerebellum overlapped with the activation of somatosensory brain areas in controls subjects (Fig. 2).

Relationship between Completeness and
Below-Level Neuropathic Pain
When subjects classified as having discomplete SCI were
examined, 6/11 (55%) had below-level neuropathic pain
and 5/11 (45%) did not. Similarly, of the subjects classified
as having complete SCI (AIS A with no S1 activation on
toe brushing), 7/12 (58%) had below-level neuropathic
pain and 5/12 (42%) did not. When discomplete and complete SCI were examined there was no association between
neuropathic pain and the existence of a sensory discomplete SCI (v2 5 0.034, P 5 0.9). In all SCI subjects, brushing
was not perceived nor did it trigger and/or increase pain
below, at and/or above the injury.

Hypersensitivity in the ZPP
When the presence of a sensory discomplete SCI was
examined there was no association between a sensory discomplete SCI and the presence of hypersensitivity in the
ZPP (v2 5 2.33, P 5 0.13). There was, however, a weak
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Figure 3.
Sensory continuity between the big toe and S1 in people with
complete thoracic spinal cord injury. S1 activation during brushing of the big toe in 11 discomplete SCI subjects (diagnosed clinically as having a complete injury). The slice location is indicated
by the Montreal Neurological Institute co-ordinate at the top

right of each image. Subject numbers match information in Table
I. The mean (6SEM) percentage change in S1 signal intensity in
discomplete SCI subjects (n 5 11) is also shown. FDR, false discovery rate.

association between the presence of below-level neuropathic pain and hypersensitivity in the ZPP (v2 5 4.480,
P 5 0.054 Fisher’s Exact Test), where 38% (n 5 5/13) of

subjects reporting below-level neuropathic pain had
hypersensitivity while no subject (n 5 0/9, 1 missing) without neuropathic pain reported hypersensitivity.
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Figure 4.
S1 activation during toe brushing in healthy subjects compared
to discomplete subjects. Note that healthy subjects show more
signal increase than discomplete subjects within S1 during toe
brushing (P 5 0.05 uncorrected). The slice location is indicated

by the Montreal Neurological Institute co-ordinate at the top
right of each image. The mean (6SEM) percentage change in S1
signal intensity in discomplete SCI subjects (blue) compared to
healthy controls (red) is also shown.

DISCUSSION

significant activation of the contralateral S1 toe region after
stimulation of the clinically insensate foot. These subjects
were classified as having sensory discomplete SCI. The frequency of detection in this study is consistent with previous
estimates made on post-mortem anatomical and clinical sensory assessment studies (50%) [Bunge et al., 1993; Finnerup
et al., 2004; Kakulas, 1999]. This study, however, provides
more objective evidence of preserved sensory pathways
capable of conducting afferent information centrally. If multimodal sensory assessment (innocuous and noxious
mechanical and thermal testing) was performed the frequency of sensory discomplete SCI may have been higher.

This study demonstrates clear, location appropriate, significant fMRI brain activation from innocuous stimulation
of clinically insensate regions below clinically complete
spinal cord injuries, confirming the presence of preserved
subclinical spinal cord sensory connections from these
regions. This indicates the presence of a SCI that may be
termed discomplete. No association was found between
the presence of an innocuous sensory discomplete injury
and below-level neuropathic pain.

Ability of fMRI to Detect Subclinical Sensory
Spinal Cord Pathways

Characteristics of Cortical Activation

When individual subjects with complete SCI were examined, approximately half (48%, n 5 11/23) demonstrated

The S1 activation location in subjects with discomplete
SCI and no SCI were the same when differences in ED

Figure 5.
Brain activation during toe brushing in discomplete subjects. Significant S1 increases during
brushing the big toe in 11 discomplete SCI subjects compared to 12 complete SCI subjects.
Note that brushing activates the ipsilateral cerebellar cortex, contralateral thalamus, and S2 in
discomplete SCI subjects compared to complete SCI subjects. The slice location is indicated by
the Montreal Neurological Institute co-ordinate at the top right of each image.
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sensory discomplete or complete SCI. Hypersensitivity
was, however, associated with the presence of below-level
neuropathic pain as noted in previous cross sectional studies [Finnerup et al., 2003, 2007]. In a more recent prospective study, early below-level evoked pain was a predictor
for the development of below-level neuropathic pain [Finnerup et al., 2014).
In previous studies using QST [Cruz-Almeida et al.,
2012; Finnerup et al., 2004; Wasner et al., 2008], patients
reporting conscious perception of stimuli localized to an
area of sensory loss were classified as having a sensory discomplete SCI. In two of these studies [Cruz-Almeida et al.,
2012; Finnerup et al., 2004], no association was found
between partially preserved STT function and the presence
of neuropathic pain. Wasner et al. [2008], however, did
note a marked difference proposing a crucial role for partially preserved STT in the maintenance of below-level
neuropathic SCI pain. In Wasner et al. [2008] topical solutions were used to sensitize peripheral receptors (capsaicin, menthol, and histamine) to maximize primary afferent
activation and enhance perception.
Greater reductions in DCML-mediated function (at
injury level) have also been associated with the presence
of SCI neuropathic pain [Cruz-Almeida et al., 2012] suggesting extensive damage affecting both innocuous and
noxious pathways, with the maintenance of STT function
may be necessary for SCI neuropathic pain to the develop
or continue [Cruz-Almeida et al., 2012]. This broad
hypothesis is also supported by a magnetic spectroscopy
(MRS) study correlating somatosensory changes occurring
following SCI and brain neurotransmitter levels
[Widerstr€
om-Noga et al., 2015].
The stimulus delivered in this study, while repetitive
(1 Hz), was not reported as painful in any of the control
subjects. The balance between nociceptive and nonnociceptive ascending input has been suggested as a possible cause for neuropathic pain [Cruz-Almeida et al., 2012;
Finnerup et al., 2004; Widerstr€
om-Noga et al., 2015]. In
addition, damage to the posterior cord is also likely to
influence descending inhibitory circuits [Cruz-Almeida
et al., 2012]. However, this balance was not examined in
this study. Further neurophysiological studies using both
innocuous and noxious stimuli with chemical peripheral
sensitization would assist in determining this.

were compared (P 5 0.64). Evidence for the concordance of
S1 activation with that expected for the great toe is
strengthened when each individual cortical map is examined and clear activation voxels can be seen in the area of
interest (Figs. 2 and 3). The stable nature of toe S1 cortical
location contrasts with the changes in topographical organization seen in cortical locations of body regions near or
above an area of SCI deafferentation [Jutzeler et al., 2015b;
Wrigley et al., 2009]. While the influence of neuropathic
pain on the degree and direction of changes in S1 cortical
topography following SCI remain controversial [Jutzeler
et al., 2015a,b; Wrigley et al., 2009], cortical regions serving
the more rostral regions with normal sensation may be
more prone to reorganization as they become involved in
postinjury neuroadaptation to restore sensory communication [Henderson et al., 2011].
As expected, the increase in evoked signal within S1
during brushing was less in subjects with discomplete SCI
than in subjects without SCI (P 5 0.05). This reduction in
cortical activation would be consistent with the absence of
stimulus perception in any of the SCI subjects.

Brain Activation Stimulation Pattern
The differences in brain activation detected between the
two SCI groups (sensory discomplete and complete, Fig. 5)
are consistent with the known neuroanatomy of ascending
innocuous sensory afferent input. The observed differences
in contralateral thalamus and S1 is consistent with loss of
sensory afferent information transmitted through the dorsal column medial lemniscal (DCML) or spinothalamic
tract (STT) [Mtui et al., 2016]. In the same way, differences
in contralateral S2 activation which is involved in tactile
discrimination is consistent with reductions in S1 activation [Mtui et al., 2016]. Ipsilateral cerebellar differences
would also be expected via loss of the ascending unconscious proprioceptive input received from the toe projecting via the dorsal nucleus (Clarkes column, T1-L2) and
the dorsal spinocerebellar tract [Mtui et al., 2016]. The spinocerebellar tract carries information from a range of primary afferents including muscles and joints but also
receives collateral input from cutaneous sensory neurons
[Mtui et al., 2016].

Association Between Discomplete Injury and
Below-Level Neuropathic Pain

Significance of a Discomplete SCI

The proportions of subjects with below-level neuropathic pain in complete (58%) and discomplete (55%) SCI
were the same (v2 5 0.034, P 5 0.9). In this study population, therefore, the presence of a partially preserved sensory pathway, transmitting innocuous mechanical
sensation had no association with the presence of belowlevel neuropathic pain.
The presence of hypersensitivity (allodynia or hyperalgesia) in the sensory ZPP did not differentiate people with

The current dichotomous classification of injury type
(complete, incomplete) does not adequately represent the
complexity of spinal cord damage particularly in those
with complete injuries. The five-point AIS scale allocates
one category (AIS A) to complete injuries, which vary
widely in motor and sensory preservation. While sacral
sparing has been shown to better predict injury stability
[Waters et al., 1991], it does not meet the need for more
detailed research identifying those more likely to benefit
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subjects and the seven SCI subjects in which corrected
FDR (P < 0.05) thresholds across the entire brain were
used. In addition, strategies were employed to avoid unintentional cueing of subjects to periods of stimulation that
may have inadvertently increased somatosensory cortical
activity.
It is also possible one or more false positives may have
occurred in the group analysis examining differences in
whole brain activation between complete and discomplete
SCI subjects during toe brushing as uncorrected thresholds
(P < 0.05) were also used. The decision to use uncorrected
thresholds was made as brain activation is likely to be
extremely weak due to the somatosensory pathway loss
associated with SCI. While further studies with larger sample sizes allowing corrections for multiple comparisons
would be ideal, it is very difficult to recruit large numbers
of this very specific group (complete SCI, thoracic level,
below-level neuropathic pain, or no neuropathic pain).
While the results of this fMRI study are very clear,
applying this technique on a more routine basis would not
currently be possible due to the advanced analysis
required. However, with the rapid improvements in imaging analytic techniques, the potential for use of fMRI in
the future remains.

from interventions or potentially at higher risk of developing persistent pain. The need for more detailed methods to
quantify severity and to classify SCI type has been
expressed for some time [Krishna et al., 2014]. Inclusion of
discomplete SCI subgroups (motor and sensory) in the
international SCI taxonomy (ISNCSCI) [Kirshblum et al.,
2011] is essential to consider for its potential to improve
the prediction of neurological outcome, enhance the interpretation of therapy effects and better select people with
SCI for reparative trials [Krishna et al., 2014].
The differing results obtained through cross-sectional
studies examining sensory discomplete SCI highlight the
importance of ongoing research in this area, in particular
longitudinal studies to allow prognostic conclusions to be
drawn [Finnerup et al., 2014]. Knowing whether a sensory
discomplete lesion could be enhanced to improve subconscious nociceptive afferent warning of pressure injury or
bladder volume [Awad et al., 2015] or could identify subgroups of patients at higher risk of developing below-level
neuropathic pain over time would be of clinical value. In
the same way, the ability to identify motor discomplete
SCI may help identify those at greater risk of spasticity
and may also help select patients more likely to benefit
from motor retraining [Donati et al., 2016] and stimulation
therapy [Gerasimenko et al., 2015].

CONCLUSION

LIMITATIONS

These results demonstrate more objectively the presence
of subclinical preserved somatosensory pathways in clinically complete SCI in a similar proportion to that reported
in previous animal and human psychophysical research.
An association between hypersensitivity within the ZPP
and the presence of neuropathic pain was confirmed. No
association was found between the presence of a sensory
discomplete SCI to innocuous stimuli and below-level neuropathic pain.
The high prevalence of sensory discomplete injuries
(50% of complete injuries), strengthens the case to explore
inclusion of this category into the international SCI taxonomy (ISNCSCI). This would ensure more widespread
inclusion of discomplete SCI in ongoing pain and motor
recovery research. For this to happen, a consensus
approach on the best way to identify discomplete SCI
(motor and sensory) would be needed. Neurophysiological
tests such as fMRI may play a role in this process.

This study examined the cortical detection of innocuous
mechanical brushing to an insensate area (great toe) below
injury on one side only. Stimulation of both sides and
more than one site may have detected more sensory discomplete injuries but only one site was stimulated to
reduce scanning time. The use of other innocuous and
noxious stimuli may also have increased the number of
sensory discomplete injuries identified and provided a
more detailed characterization of the extent of fiber injury.
The primary intention of this study was however to demonstrate the potential of fMRI to detect partially preserved
sensory pathways following SCI and a single stimulus was
chosen to achieve this.
A combination of brain fMRI and neurophysiological
testing such as contact heat-evoked cortical potential
(CHEP) detection may provide an avenue to obtain more
objective evidence of preserved pathways in SCI for both
innocuous and noxious stimuli. If CHEP assessment was
undertaken the additional benefit of peripheral chemical
sensitization (topical capsaicin) would be important to
assess given its reported benefit in QST studies [Wasner
et al., 2008].
It is possible that one or more false positives may have
occurred in the four SCI subjects identified using an
uncorrected threshold (P < 0.05) to detect significant activation during toe brushing within S1. However, this is felt
unlikely given the location of activation during toe brushing exactly matched the location detected in healthy
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